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ACROSS
1. Play with numbers?
8. 1982 Richard Pryor farce
14. One of two atoms with equal neutrons and nonequal protons
15. Bored fans do it
16. Puerto Rican fried plantain dish
17. Egyptian pharaoh that the Greeks called Ozymandias
18. Choose
19. Ones changing hair color
21. MTV show whose most iconic video was "...Baby One More Time"
22. Appear to be
24. Group attitude
25. "Hi ___!" (jokey greeting)
26. Cancel
28. Vintage nos.
29. Square reader option
30. Vosges department river
32. Drinking vessels taken away from establishments
33. Television installment contained to one single stage setting
36. Rode hard
37. "Stabat ___" (hymn)
38. One with a yard stick?
39. Cleaner's prop
40. Hardly svelte
42. Already programmed
43. "Heaven help us!"
44. Diminishing suffix
45. It can run up to 40 miles per hour
47. Extra
48. Fault line opening?
49. 2012 Best New Artist
51. JD, e.g.
52. Consistently employing the same image across all platforms, e.g.
54. "Fingers crossed!"
56. Judge work
57. Like still-wet painting, say
58. Does a dog trick
59. "Aedh Wishes for the Cloths of Heaven" poet
6. Businesswoman Hicks with a famous "List"
7. Price of some Met performances
8. "__ gold in them ..."
9. Sewer's bottoms
10. Animal in a toddler's book
11. Bitterness detector
12. Inedible, in a way
13. Group #YOLO philosophy
15. Old smartphones
20. Gifted individuals?
23. Can't miss
25. Proper behavior
27. "Until next time"
29. Gave meds to
31. Done to death
32. "Go on, dogie!"
33. In rough shape
34. Sturdy place to have dinner
35. Website analytic
36. Seismologist's readings
39. Compost heap debris
41. Car for which the rear view mirror was optional
42. Already programmed
43. "Heaven help us!"
45. Salad bar implement
46. Spot to clean up
49. Place to check one's notes?
50. Looking up
53. Shallow inlet
55. Yellow river source?

DOWN
1. Brunch beverage
2. You might try for this after getting your Masters
3. Give in a bit
4. Japanese boxer Masayuki
5. [Turn the page]: Abbr.